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Introduction to TIS
TIS is a Programme designed to integrate all learner/trainee
systems onto one common platform across the country,
whether it’s in the field of medicine, pharmacy, dentistry,
science or any other sector within the health profession.
The TIS Programme is being developed in an Agile approach
which differs from how we have managed projects in the past.
A fundamental part of Agile is iterative development – start
with the absolute minimum and enhance depending on
priorities.
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TCS Plan
• TIS Core – includes ESR
interface for those local
offices/trusts currently in
use.
• Phase 1 – Everyone does it
on Intrepid. This must be
done to support the bulk of
work in teams.

• Phase 2 – Variable use in
teams, so Intrepid module to
be de-scoped from TCS but
with further investigation
and work required.
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Why TIS?
• So, what’s different?? (in house skills, faster product releases)
• What do you mean by TCS as MVP vs TIS???
• ESR integration
• Oriel integration
• Trainee UI (form R function, form pre population as standard)
• Trust access (bespoke to an extent)
• Study Leave
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TIS – Study Leave
• Within HEE there are many different processes around Study leave. Some local offices take on this
responsibility while others rely on trust admins. 3 local Offices use Intrepid Leave Manager while
others use spreadsheets or the more rudimental functionality within Intrepid.
• Intrepid decommissioning meant we had to make choices on what to prioritise in order to ensure
we can get as much done as possible for as many users as possible. Leave Manager is not used
nationally so this was one of the modules that won’t be developed prior to retirement of Intrepid.
• A couple options were discussed with relevant business managers.
1) Can the local offices and trusts using Leave Manager transition to the Study leave recording method on TIS?
It was felt that this would be difficult as the process is widely used in the local offices where setup and provides efficiency. Any new process
would require retraining and trainee experience would likely be negatively affected by losing the ability to apply for leave remotely.
2) Is it possible to procure ‘Intrepid Leave Manager’ for those teams that use it?
This option is obviously the least disruptive but requires significant cost to HEE while it may require considerable development to ensure it
integrates with TIS. We have discussed with Hicom and are trying to work out if it’s possible from a technical perspective. This option would
require approval from the Programme board.

• Post April we can look at a TIS solution for Leave Management if it is deemed a priority in HEE.

TIS post March 2018
• Enhancements and added value based on Product
Backlog

• Prioritised by the HEE Business Managers
• Continuous improvement
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Contact details
• Joanne.Watson@hee.nhs.uk
• Alistair.Pringle@hee.nhs.uk
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Let’s take a look………………
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